
FREELANCER MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTOR APPLICATION PROCESS 

 

Freelancer Magazine will always maintain an evolving pool of contributing writers. This pool is the main 

source of content for the magazine outside of the magazine staff. If a reader of our magazine wishes to 

become a contributing writer, they must first apply to this pool. Without applying to this pool a reader 

cannot gain access to our pitching guidelines or our Master List of Pitches. In order to apply for access 

you must send us the following information in a single Document:  

 

A) Who you are  

B) Why you’d make an excellent contributor  

C) A brief description of your work history 

D) A list of 5-10 sample headlines for potential articles you’d like to write 

 

In separate Documents you must also submit: 

 

A) Your Resume 

B) One sample article written in our article format 

 

Please submit all application materials to freelancermagazine@gmail.com 

 

Freelancer Magazine does not generally accept unsolicited articles from people outside our contributor 

pool, but if that article is part of an application to enter the pool, then we may consider publishing it on 

the site. Once a contributing writer, you may pitch articles to the magazine using our pitching guidelines. 

You may also utilize and add to the MLP (master list of pitches). 

Here are a few common reasons that a person may be denied access to our pool of contributing 

writers: 

1) We feel that their current ability in journalistic writing is not quite up the standards of our 

magazine.  

2) We feel their particular style and voice is too different from the tone of our magazine and won’t 

be able to match their writing to our voice and style.  

3) Our current pool of contributing writers is oversaturated and so our staff are being particularly 

reserved with adding new writers. If a contributor who is currently in our writer’s pool has been 

inactive and hasn’t submitted any pitches in a long while, they will be asked about their absence 

and notified that if they choose not to submit more pitches in the near future, they will be 

removed from the pool.  



Once a writer has become part of our pool they are required to go through our onboarding process 

which will outline our pay structure, our editorial schedule, our best practices, our community 

guidelines, and other expectations. Our editorial team will try and reply to contributor applications as 

quickly as possible, but can’t always guarantee a fast turnaround as we are quite busy. We will notify the 

applicant whether they were accepted into our pool or not.  

 


